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BALL POSSESSION / TOPIC

Description
Topic: BALL POSSESSION
Ball possession is defined as the action of keeping the ball in our control as a team.
 
Needs to support the topic: 

For a good execution, players must have the ab ility to pass and control the ball.
Also know how to look for the spaces required to have time and space to perform the next action of the game.
Mobility and constant communication.

Session Set-Up: Passing sequence. 6 positions
Directions:

Pass in the direction shown in the animation and go to the place
where you passed to receive the next ball.

Passing sequence. 6 positions

Session Set-Up:
RONDO 8x2 with opening action, DIMENSIONS 15x15 meters.
 
DIRECTIONS:

8 players outside the rondo, may have two or 3 contacts with the
ball before passing depending on skill level.
After each pass, they must run out at speed to the cone behind
them.
In case of losing the ball, the player who lost the ball and his
teammate to the right of him enter the middle.

RONDO 8x2 with opening action

Session Set-Up: 3v3   4 small goals
 
Directions:

According to the ab ility of the group, a rule must be set for the
number of passes that players must make before being ab le to
score a goal in any of the 4 small goals (e.g., make 3 passes
before being ab le to score a goal).
Ask the players for constant mobility, communication as the player
needs information at every moment.

3v3 4 small goals



Coaching Practice Review and Reflection

Review at the end of the session with different questions about what happened during the training and give positive messages to
all players.
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